
DERBYSHIRE PUB QUIZ LEAGUE SEASON 2010-11 WEEK 16     16
th
  MARCH 2011 

 

QUESTION READERS PLEASE NOTE: Key ideas in answers are given in bold type, and any essential words in  

underlined bold type.  Elements of an answer which are not in bold are not expected, but must not be given incorrectly.  

Brackets indicate either additional information which is not required in the answer or acceptable alternatives.   “or wtte” = “or 

words to that effect”, requiring question reader’s judgment.  Question masters should prompt teams to elaborate on any answer 

which is not incorrect but has not given the detail required.   

 

ROUND 1: Individual Questions.  Pick a number from 1 to 10.  2 pts for a correct answer; 1 pt for a bonus. 

 

1 Which area of study has been traditionally known as Natural Philosophy?  Physics or Physical Sciences 

2 In which EU country did haloumi cheese originate? Cyprus 

3 What is the value in modern money of the old coin that was known as a florin? 10 pence 

4 Which international company opened its first UK store at Warrington in 1987? IKEA 

5 In which sport is New Zealand represented internationally by the “Silver Ferns”? Netball 

6 How many boroughs are there in New York City? 5 

7 What kind of fruit is used to make the drink, perry? Pears 

8 At which racecourse were two horses accidentally electrocuted in February 2011? Newbury 

9 Which US state’s flag shows 8 stars, 7 of them being the Plough constellation? Alaska (the 8
th

 is the Pole Star) 

10 The bird known as a “turkey buzzard” in the USA is a species of which family? (New World) Vultures 

 

ROUND 2: Team Questions.  Pick a number from 1 to 8.  1 pt for a correct answer; 1 pt for a bonus. 

 

1 Film and TV Merchants: Each has/had the surname Merchant.  Their forenames? 

A A writer, director and comic actor who collaborates with Ricky Gervais? 

B A film producer who collaborated with director James Ivory? 

C A film, TV and stage actress who was the first wife of Harold Pinter? 

 

Stephen 

Ismail 

Vivien 

2 French Words from First Names: 
A Who or what is a madeleine? 

B In a French household, who or what is the benjamin? 

C Which day of the year is known in France as Sylvestre? 

 

A cake or wtte 

Youngest child or wtte 

New Year’s Eve or 31
st
 Dec   

3 The House of Commons: 
A Of which party is Caroline Lucas the only current MP? 

B Which unofficial position does Sir Peter Tapsell hold in the House of Commons? 

C Who was George Osborne’s high-profile predecessor as MP for Tatton? 

 

Green Party 

Father of the House 
Martin Bell 

4 Photography:  

A Give either name by which photographers know sodium thiosulphate. 

B What nationality is the photographic equipment manufacturer, Hasselblad?  

C Which measurement needs to be known, together with the focal length of the lens, 

to calculate the f-number setting of a camera? 

 

Hypo or Fixer 

Swedish 
Aperture diameter  

5 Poets Laureate:   
A At which London railway terminus is there a statue of Sir John Betjeman? 

B Which poet laureate was the father of an Oscar winner? 

C Which poet laureate wrote the words of the carol, While Shepherds Watched? 

 

St Pancras International  

Cecil Day-Lewis 

Nahum Tate 

6 Sixties Bands: Which instruments were played by the eponymous leaders of these 

chart-topping bands?  None was normally his band’s lead singer.  

A Manfred Mann; 

B The Dave Clark Five; 

C The Spencer Davis Group. 

 

 

Keyboards or wtte 

Drums 
Guitar (not bass) or harmonica  

7 Famous Wives in History: Who were the more famous wives of these men?  

A  Leofric, Earl of Mercia; 

B  Prasutagus; 

C  Lord Guilford Dudley. 

 

Godiva 

Boudica 

Lady Jane Grey 

8 Official Languages:   

A The two official languages of Israel are Hebrew and which other? 

B Apart from the UK and Ireland, which EU country lists English as one of its 

official languages? 

C Which is the only Canadian province to recognise both English and French as 

official languages?  

 

Arabic 

Malta 

 

New Brunswick 



ROUND 3: Individual Questions.  Pick a number from 1 to 10.  2 pts for a correct answer; 1 pt for a bonus. 

 

1 Which US state capital on the Mississippi forms a conurbation with Minneapolis? St Paul  (Minnesota) 

2 In Bridge, what is the defining property of the hand known as a Yarborough? No card higher than a 9 or wtte 

3 Which Hanna-Barbera cartoon character used the catchphrase, “Exit stage left!”? Snagglepuss 

4 In which country was the sport of Beach Volleyball devised? USA 

5 In which language is the motto on the Prince of Wales’ coat of arms? German (“Ich Dien”) 

6 Which country’s is the only national flag which is not rectangular (or square)? Nepal 

7 Which colour designates the easiest ski slopes, considered suitable for beginners? Green 

8 Which miniature breed of horse originated in Argentina and is named after the 

family which developed it? 
Falabella 

9 What name is shared by shopping centres in Accrington, Eastbourne, Luton and 

Manchester? 

Arndale Centre 

10 In law, what term normally describes any period prior to the reign of Richard I? Time Immemorial 

 

ROUND 4: Team Questions.  Pick a number from 1 to 8.  1 pt for a correct answer; 1 pt for a bonus. 

 

1 Towns and Cities named after People:  

A From 1932 to 1990, Russia’s fourth largest city, Nizhny Novgorod, was named 

after which writer? 

B Which is the only one of Australia’s state capitals not to be named after a 

distinguished individual?  

C With a population of 160,000, what is the largest town in Britain consciously 

named in honour of a distinguished person (other than a local landowning family)? 

 

Maxim Gorky 

 

Perth  

 

Telford  

2 Surrealists: 
A Marcel Duchamp’s influential but controversial 1917 artwork, Fountain, was 

actually what everyday object? 

B Which artist frequently included apples, pipes and bowler hats in his paintings? 

C At a time of repression in Franco’s Spain, which Catalan artist declared Perpignan 

Station as “the navel of the World”  (and the inspiration for one of his paintings)?  

 

A Urinal  (Elaborate on “toilet”) 

 

René Magritte 

Salvador Dali 

3  Misleading Formulae: What are the names of the chemicals represented by these 

formulae? (Beware: each resembles an arguably better known formula.)  

A H2O2 – used in the beauty industry and as a rocket propellant; 

B O3 – a lower atmosphere pollutant; 

C H2SO3 – not sulphuric acid. 

 

 

Hydrogen peroxide or dioxidane 

Ozone or trioxygen 

Sulphurous acid  

4 Royals:  

A Which King of England was one of the murdered “Princes in the Tower”?  

B Name any one of the three English monarchs who were born in Wales. 

C Kings John, Edward II and Richard II were all survived by queens of the same 

name.  What name?  

 

Edward V 
Edward II / Henry V / Henry VII 

Isabella 

5 Closet Celebrity Brainboxes:  
A Which 2011 Oscar winner is credited with two published scientific papers? 

B Presumably after sitting A-levels at Hogwarts, at which of New England’s four 

Ivy League universities is actress Emma Watson an undergraduate?  

C Currently WBO Interim World Light-Heavyweight Champion, which 

appropriately named British boxer is a Mathematics graduate of Cardiff University? 

 

Natalie Portman 

Brown University 

 

Nathan Cleverly 

6 The Ashes:   

A From what material is the urn which contains “The Ashes” made? 

B Consisting of two adjectives, what is the popular name for the cap worn by 

Australian Test cricketers? 

C Why did Radio 4 Long Wave’s coverage of the 2010-11 Ashes series fail to 

broadcast live the actual moment of any of England’s three Test victories? 

 

Terracotta  Allow pottery/ceramic 

A Baggy Green 

 

All three coincided with Shipping 

Forecasts (or wtte) 

7 Ecclesiastical Matters:   
A What is the full name of the Anglican diocese which includes the Isle of Man? 

B The carols, In Dulci Jubilo and The Boar’s Head Carol are among the best-

known examples of macaronic hymns.  What does this term mean? 

C  What is the nickname of the Presbyterian offshoot, the Free Church of Scotland? 

 

Sodor and Man  
Mixed language or wtte 

(e.g. Latin/English) 

The Wee Frees 

8 Add a Surname: An additional surname can transform one famous person’s name 

into that of another.  In each case, identify both individuals. (Example: The novelist 

James Ellroy could be transformed to the poet James Elroy Flecker.) 

A An 18
th

 century feminist to a pioneer of the Gothic novel; 

B A Nobel-prize winning US President to “the Dust Bowl Troubadour”; 

C An award-winning collaborator in musicals to a member of the rock band, Keane. 

 

 

 

Mary Wollstonecraft (+ Shelley) 

Woodrow Wilson (+ Guthrie) 

Tim Rice (+ -Oxley) 



ROUND 5: Individual Questions: Pick a number from 1 to 10.  2 pts for a correct answer; 1 pt for a bonus. 

 

1 Which rank of the British peerage is equivalent to a margrave in Germany? Marquis 

2 Which two motorways cross at the Almondsbury Interchange? M4 and M5 

3 What name was given to the units of foreign anti-fascist soldiers who fought on the 

Republican side during the Spanish Civil War? 

The International Brigades 

4 After which philosopher did the Chinese government name the Peace Prizes it 

instituted in protest for the award of the 2010 Nobel Peace Prize to Liu Xiaobo? 

Confucius (or Kong Qiu or 

Zhong Ni) 

5 Which Andrew Lloyd-Webber musical was performed by actors on roller skates? Starlight Express 

6 In geography, a growler is a small example of what? An iceberg  

7 Herself a poet, what was the maiden name of poet Robert Browning’s wife? Elizabeth Barrett 

8 After English, which is the most widely spoken language in the USA? Spanish 

9 On a tennis court, what is the term for the two lines which are parallel to and 

furthest from the net? 

Baselines  

10 What kind of material is published by Samuel French Ltd? Plays/Drama or wtte 

 

ROUND 6: Team Questions.  Pick a number from 1 to 8.  1 pt for a correct answer; 1 pt for a bonus. 

 

1 Years ending in two zeros (all AD/CE):  
A On Christmas Day which year was Charlemagne crowned Holy Roman Emperor? 

B In which year did Sumo become a professional sport in Japan?  

C Which year saw Owain Glyndŵr (Shakespeare’s Owen Glendower) proclaimed 

Prince of Wales? 

 

800 

1600 

1400 

2 Categories in the Arts:  
A Which French term meaning “novel with a key” describes a book which disguises 

real life events as fiction? 

B Which term (which seems perhaps to imply “art of a kind”) describes painting 

which depicts scenes of everyday life?  

C Which term (which seems perhaps to imply “music to be broadcast”) describes 

pieces which aim to tell a story in music? 

 

Roman à clef (or clé) 

 

Genre painting 

 

Programme music 

3 “Twinned” Ceremonial Counties:  

A The unabbreviated names of which two of England’s ceremonial counties differ 

by a single changed letter? 

B&C (In either order): Similarly, the names of two pairs of ceremonial counties 

differ by a single changed letter in their official abbreviations.  Name both pairs. 

 

Herefordshire/Hertfordshire 

 

{Lancs/Lincs 

{Hants/Hunts 

4 January Obituaries 2011: Identify... 

A Died 02/01/11: highly respected Warrington-born actor whose film credits 

include The Usual Suspects and Baz Luhrmann’s Romeo + Juliet; 

B Died 04/01/11: Paisley-born singer-songwriter whoenjoyed success as a soloist as 

well as with several bands including the Humblebums and Stealer’s Wheel; 

C Died 15/01/11: actress whose film roles ranged from Tom Jones’ love interest to 

Superman’s mother.  

 

Pete Postlethwaite 

 

Gerry Rafferty  

 

Susannah York 

5 Sporting Numbers:  
A Which sport is played by the Philadelphia 76ers? 

B Which Bundesliga team plays its home matches in Gelsenkirchen? 

C What is the significance of the number in the name of the French Top 14 rugby 

union side, Racing Metro 92? 

 

Basketball 

Schalke 04 

Based in Département 92 

(Hauts-de-Seine) 

6 Anchormen: 
A Named in the film’s subtitle, what was the name of the TV presenter character 

played by Will Ferrell in the 2004 film, Anchorman? 

B Who won a posthumous Oscar for playing the TV anchorman Howard Beale in 

the 1976 film, Network? 

C Which Viz comic character is a presenter described as “The Man on the Telly”? 

 

Ron Burgundy 

 

Peter Finch 

 

Roger Mellie 

7 Hard Liquor: 
A From which fruit is the East European spirit slivovitz distilled? 

B What is the colour usually given to the citrus-flavoured liqueur, curaçao? 

C What is the generic name for the anise-flavoured liqueur, most usually sold under 

its most popular trade names, Pernod and Ricard? 

 

Plums 
Blue (though naturally colourless) 

Pastis 

8 Bands named after people (and all still performing): 

A Which band, formed 1967, is named after a 18
th

 century agricultural innovator?  

B Which hard rock band’s name is a corruption of that of the long-hair-hating PE 

teacher at their school in Jacksonville, Florida?   

C Which West Indian group took its name from their German record producer’s 

pseudonym, itself derived from an Aborigine detective in an Australian TV series? 

 

Jethro Tull 

Lynyrd Skynyrd  
(from Leonard Skinner) 

Boney M  



ROUND 7: Individual Questions.  Pick a number from 1 to 10.  2 pts for a correct answer; 1 pt for a bonus. 

 

1 While Alps in the plural describes a mountain range, what, singularly, is an alp? Alpine pasture or meadow  

2 Semiotics is the study of what? Symbols or Signs 

3 Give either the year or the host nation for the only football World Cup finals in 

which all four home nations competed. 

1958 or Sweden  

4 Of which country is ZANU-PF the ruling party? Zimbabwe 

5 The ring ouzel, apart from sporting a white crescent around the breast, closely 

resembles which common garden bird, of which it is the mountain equivalent? 
Blackbird 

6 Throughout November, how do many sportsmen and others publicise their support 

for the prostate cancer-awareness charity, Movember? 

They grow moustaches 

7 In the Toy Story film series, what is the name of the boy who owns the toys? Andy 

8 From which century do all the known works of the artist Jan van Eyck date? 15th 

9 Which single two-word phrase can mean: completed, composed, contrived, treated 

with cosmetics, restored amicable relations, or (in some areas) elated? 
Made up 

10 The action of which of Dickens’ novels was set furthest back in the past? Barnaby Rudge (1780) 

 

ROUND 8: Team Questions.  Pick a number from 1 to 8.  1 pt for a correct answer; 1 pt for a bonus. 

 

1 Amphibians:  
A What kind of weather conditions are known to meteorologists as “frog”? 

B Which Oscar-nominated 1986 science fiction film, directed by James Cameron, 

featured the annoying child, Rebecca Jorden, known as “Newt”?  

C Which darts-like East Sussex pub game, in which coins are aimed at a table with 

an aperture, shares its name with one of English cuisine’s more “sustaining” dishes? 

 

Freezing fog 
Aliens  (not Alien)    

 

Toad in the Hole 

 

2 The Olympics:  
A Which sports venue will host the first event of the 2012 Olympiad? 

B Which is the only country to have hosted both the Summer and Winter Olympics 

in the same year? 

C Which multi-discipline event was devised by Baron Pierre de Coubertin 

specifically for inclusion in the 1912 Olympics? 

 

Millennium Stadium, Cardiff   

France (Paris/Chamonix 1924) 

 

Modern Pentathlon 

3 Food: 

A What “Q” describes anything from creamed fish or meat to ice cream or mashed 

potato fashioned into the shape of a rugby ball? 

B What term describes the meat of an immature sheep more than one year old? 

C What is the essential ingredient of the Italian dish, frittata? 

 

Quenelle 
 

Hogget 

Eggs (similar to omelette) 

4 Bizarre Literary Deaths:   
A  Whose last words just before being eaten were “Floreat Etona”? 

B  Specifically, in what liquid was the Duke of Clarence drowned in Shakespeare’s 

Richard III? 

C  In Dickens’ Bleak House, how did Krook, the rag and bottle merchant, die?  

 

Captain (James) Hook 

Malmsey Wine 

  

Spontaneous Combustion  

5 A River Runs Through It: 

A Which river separates the capital cities Kinshasa and Brazzaville from each other?  

B For someone walking north across the Millennium Bridge, which major London 

landmark is visible directly ahead? 

C Which town is directly across the River Tyne from central Newcastle-upon-Tyne? 

 

Congo 
St Paul’s Cathedral  

 

Gateshead 

6 Heroes of Opera:   
A Which national resistance hero was the subject and title of Rossini’s last opera? 

B Which Wagner opera’s name is that of a Knight of the Round Table? 

C Better known for his collaborations, which English composer wrote the 1895 

opera, Ivanhoe? 

 

William Tell 
Parsifal (Percival) 

Sir Arthur Sullivan 

7 Letters of the Alphabet:   
A Which letter of the alphabet is used to represent the mathematical constant whose 

value approximates to 2.718? 

B The full names of all of the last seven tube stations at the south-western extremity 

of the Piccadilly Line all start with which letter? 

C Which letter is used to represent displacement and entropy in scientific formulae, 

and as an abbreviation for the SI units of conductance and time? 

 

e  

 

H 
 

S or s 

8 Film Sets: The collective names of these sets of characters were also the titles of the 

films in which they appeared together.  Identify each film.  (Date of film is given.) 

A 1986: Lucky Day, Dusty Bottoms, Ned Nederlander; 

B 1960: Chico, Harry, Lee, Vin, Chris, Britt, Bernardo; 

C 2006: Lockwood, Scripps, Dakin, Posner, Rudge, Crowther, Timms, Akthar. 

 

 

Three Amigos 

The Magnificent Seven 

The History Boys 



BEER ROUND 

 

Use the questions remaining from the individual rounds for the individual questions. 

 

Team Questions:   

 

1 A What nationality was the creator of The Moomins? 

B Which element is used to coat iron or steel to galvanise it? 

C What word is spelt out by the country code top-level domains* for Puerto Rico, 

Ireland and Sao Tomé-Principé? (* i.e. national codes at the end of web addresses) 

Finnish     

Zinc 

Priest (.pr + .ie + .st) 

2 A What nationality was the creator of The Smurfs? 

B Which element is added to rubber to vulcanise it? 

C What word is spelt out by the country code top-level domains for Bosnia-

Herzegovina, Réunion and Libya? 

Belgian    

Sulphur 

Barely (.ba + .re + .ly)  

 

 

 Set by DE 


